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Irine Burn and Gleann Dubh

Irine Burn
1 and 2

Two circular stone
enclosures. Viewed from
south. The pole is 2m long.
72088/78173 and
72086/78170. (29/5/2006)

3

A cattle pen at 72106/78104. Viewed from west.

Cattle pen at 72106/78104. Viewed from south.

4 to 10

There are 7 clear buildings at this site. Altitude ~~260m.
4
5
6
7
8

72302/76523. ~3.5 x 1.5m external size.
72303/76510. A raised mound ~1.5m diam.
72296/76513. A shieling hut. ~3.5 x 1.5m external.
72310/76501. A stone circle ~1.5m diam. Doorway to NW.
72302/76507. This is the largest building of the group.
~4 x 1.5m external. There is an internal cross-wall.
9 72792/77332. A circle of stones with grass in the middle.
10 72808/77321. An oval of stones. Length ~2m.
(8/7/2008)

11
This site at 72539/75747
has had at least three
uses. There is a circular
platform ~6.2m in
diameter. Built on top
was a structure 3.1m
long and 1.3m high.
Later still there is a
fallen wooden hut with
a doorway and some
flooring. Was this a hut
for deer stalkers or was
it used for military
training between 1939
and 1945?

8/7/2008

12

A shieling hut 3.7 x 1.7m
internally. There is an
extension of 2.4 x 1.8m to
the east.
72531/75781. (March
2000).

12

72531/75781. (8/7/2008).

12

72531/75781. (8/7/2008).

13

A strange place where a deer fence ends and a
dam has been built on the stream passing. View
from East. 72202/76123. (8/7/2008)

Gleann Dubh
14
At 72273/77744 there is a gateway east of Irine Burn and a trace of a pathway into Gleann
Dubh.
15
At 72272/77707 there is circle of ground which may be the site of a hut circle.
16
At 72713/77402 is the western start to a set of lazy-beds, feannagan.
17 and 18
Two circles of stones. The farther
away one has an internal diameter
of about 1.5m. 72810/77351

19
20
21

A circle of stones and grass. 72792/77332
An oval of stones about 2m long. 72808/77321

A mound close to a small
burn. ~4 x 2.5m. Length
oriented north-south.
72829/77331.
(6/6/2006)

22

A circle of stones ~2m diam.
72844/77312. (6/6/2006).

23

Walls built to a standing rock.
72882/77376. ~4 x2m.
(6/6/2006).

24

A circle of stones. ~2m diam.
72844/77312

25

A small stone circle near the burn. 73178/77131.

26

A stone oval. 1.5 x 0.5m. 73196/77123.

27

A very large boulder. 73247/77136.

28

A circular enclosure ~6m diam. Water passes near to it. 73122/77101.

29

A semi-circular enclosure. 6m x 4.5m. Only turf. 73083/77117

30

The East edge of some diggings. 72972/77242.

31

A circle of stones with a red
deposit inside from water
rising up. The two rods are
2m long.72758/77349.
(6/6/2006)

